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Where Have All The
Chart Monsters Gone?
Debating Country ’s
40+ No. 1s Per Year

L

ast year there were 42. The year before,
44. With 50 charts in a year and so
many songs reaching No. 1, one label
executive admits, “We’ve created a
one-and-done culture in radio and records.” In fact, the last time a song spent more
than two weeks atop the Country Aircheck/Mediabase chart was more than four years ago.
For many in radio, the notion that the top
song rotates almost every week is nonsensical.
“When you look at other formats, when a song
goes to No. 1 you know it was a hit,” says one
major market PD who asked not to be identified. “In Country, it may not have been. It might
have been just a No. 1.”
WGH/Norfolk PD Mark McKay says, “I miss
the days of a song being No 1 for six or eight
weeks. ‘Live Like You Were Dying’ couldn’t happen now.” With a 10-week run at No. 1, Tim
McGraw’s 2004 song holds the modern-era
record for weeks at the top.
As improbable as that feat seems in today’s
climate, it illustrates just how much the airplay
landscape has shifted in the last decade. The
notion that it is a problem which must be solved
is not universally accepted, however. In fact,
there is an argument to be made that a wide
distribution of No. 1s is actually one of Country’s greatest strengths.
Push It Real Good
First, some background. The last three-week charttopper was Blake Shelton’s “Honey Bee” in July 2011.
The last four-week No. 1 was Miranda Lambert’s
“The House That Built Me” in 2010. Kenny Chesney’s
“Don’t Blink” enjoyed six weeks at the pinnacle in
2007. And McGraw held for 10 in 2004. Since then ...
“Labels are growing, the number of releases is growing and everyone is looking for a slot,” says BBR Music
Group SVP/Promotion Carson James, who worked
McGraw’s benchmark. “We can’t wait for records to
go up and out so we can open one up to at least get
something started.”
So the churn continues. As one anonymous PD
admits, “We have songs that research like a multi-week
No. 1, but there is way too much music for any one
station to play or expose properly.”
McKay notes, “Just as the audience is getting to know
a single, it’s hitting No. 1. An hour later, I get a Play MPE
notification about the next single, but the audience is
nowhere near done with the one that’s on the air.”
A programmer who asked not to be named says,
“The big elephant in the room is labels telling us it’s
‘push week.’ I’ll tell [promotion execs], ‘I’m just waiting for you to tell me what my rotations are going to
be.’ Radio’s problem is when you open the door and
play along once, they’re on you like piranhas.”
McKay adds, “I’ll have conversations with my record

“

If anyone would be shepherding multi-week No.
1s, Allen is a likely candidate with arguably the
format’s biggest star in Luke Bryan. But he doesn’t
point to any Machiavellian chart jockeying in his
building. “As far as Capitol goes, it was always made
clear from [CEO] Mike Dungan on down that we
never tear down our own artists. If a song is there, we
don’t tell people to stop playing it so we can achieve
another end. The best example of that is ‘Need You
Now,’ which had Luke’s ‘Do I’ behind it. In any

ing how songs performed on the Country, Top 40 and
AC charts. Rosin noted that while Country No. 1s were
in the forties (as high as 48 in 1994), Top 40 and AC
typically ranged between 10 and 20 chart-toppers each
year. His slides also noted that the most consecutive
weeks for a No. 1 song was in general two and never
more than four in Country, but the other two formats
ranged from five or six to as high as 12 and even 17.
“It was a perfect storm in ’99 with Larry,” says Cox
Country Format Leader and KCYY/San Antonio PD Jeff

When you look at other formats, when a song goes to No. 1
you know it was a hit. In Country, it may not have been.
It might have been just a No. 1.

friends asking, ‘Who is supposed to be landing at No.
1 this week?’ It’s so coordinated, at what point does
the audience have anything to do with it?”
Suggestions that each week’s No. 1 is already basically mapped out through the end of the year begs
another question: Does country’s close-knit community extend beyond the radio and records relationship
to the label-to-label level?
Label Relations
A telling question from a radio exec: “How many
No. 1 battles do you see in this format? Not many.”
James says it’s a fair point. “In some ways we overcommunicate with each other as record labels and
everyone does it. ‘I’m targeting this week.’ We line it
up.” Capitol VP/Promotion Shane Allen agrees, but
only to a point. “Nashville is by and large a close community of people who work well together, but there is
a competitive spirit,” he says. “If we end up going for
the same week, the race is on.”

other week of that year, ‘Do I’ would have been at
No. 1. But it had to wait for the last chart of the year
because ‘Need You Now’ was so strong.”
What happens at the top of the chart is invariably influenced by what’s going on below. “We’re so
conditioned to a slow moving chart, programmers
understand it could take 20-plus weeks just to get a
song going,” Allen says. “Corporate initiatives change
the dynamic and PDs are more patient in realizing a
flat week isn’t a sign that a record is over.”
James agrees. “Our job it to get on the chart first,
then move it up,” he says. “Back in the days of multiweek No. 1s, songs were falling apart in the 20s. Sometimes that’s where it starts to happen for songs now.”
Rosin Revisited
The annual quantity of No. 1s fell precipitously in
1999 and has slowly crept back up (see sidebar page
4). One contributing factor was a presentation by Edison Research’s Larry Rosin at CRS that year compar-
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Garrison. “Mutt Lange got into the format and Shania’s
second album came out. Top 40 got into Country. Faith
had a monster hit. Mediabase came online.
“Larry got [Country] to spin records more,” he
continues. “In 1992 [late KKBQ/Houston PD] Dene
Hallam and I were one of the first to spin a country
record 60 times. Now they’re spinning 80-90 times.
The average used to be 35 for heavy; now it’s 60.”
Whatever factors were in play, later that same year (1999)
Lonestar’s “Amazed” spent nine weeks atop the airplay
chart. Working records in that environment came to include
considerations for multiple weeks at No. 1. “Most of the time
it was about how a song looked going into the top 10,” James
says. “Is it going in like a lamb or a lion? ‘Live Like You Were
Dying’ went to the top six weeks before I predicted. It tested
so fast and it was a perfect storm – he was at the peak of his
career, it was the first single from a new album everyone
wanted to hear and everyone knew what he’d been through
with his father passing. It’s a different playing field now. You
have to be pragmatic and realistic.”
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To Do List
Close working relationships and rapid No. 1
turnover may be to country’s benefit, as long as radio
doesn’t let that supersede audience preference. “I go
back to the line in Jerry Maguire: It’s not show friends,
it’s show business,” McKay says. “The artist or promotion person might be a great friend to the station, but
if a song is going to hurt us, we have to be careful.”
“Every station no matter what the chart says has to
make the best decision for their market,” Garrison
concludes. “Play the big songs, do what the audience
loves and control your own radio station.”
CAC
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do talk about these things
because it’s our business. It’s
what feeds my babies, pays
for my house and puts food on
the table.”
Big Machine Music writer
Jonathan Singleton’s most
recent No. 1 was Tyler Farr’s
“A Guy Walks Into A Bar,”
which spent more than 40 weeks on the chart.
His “Red Light” (David Nail) did 48 on its way to
No. 1. “You get paid more the longer they’re on
the chart,” he says. “But you’re not getting paid
much if you’re sitting at 50 for four months.”
As for how the current chart churn affects
artists, Singleton guesses it depends on whether
you’re new or a superstar. “Keith Urban and
those guys have to have five or six singles lined
up for a record. Some of the other guys, they
get one or maybe two because it takes so long
for them to move up the charts. And by that
time, that record feels old.
“As songwriters, I don’t know if we have any
answers,” adds Singleton. “We’re just trying to
figure out what the next thing is.”
Part of figuring it out has Weaver talking to labels and managers during a chart run. And a promotion team’s batting average may be discussed
when it comes time to pitch songs. “Friends in
promotion will ask me from time to time, ‘How’s
the community feeling about our efforts?’” Weaver
says. “They care about what we think [and] it’s
definitely something that gets talked about. These
individuals can do great things with our songs,
so it’s a consideration when you’re talking about
where you’re going with your music.”
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rtists, labels and PDs
aren’t the only ones paying attention. Nashville’s
creative community is dialed in
as well ... for obvious reasons.
“No doubt, everyone in
the loop wants to go to No.
1,” says BMG Exec. VP Kos
Weaver. “Having a No. 1
song is a very important marker for not only an
artist, but a songwriter, promotion department, a
label, a publisher. They create a certain amount
of press that isn’t there for a No. 2 song.”
PJM/Songs Partner Pat Higdon says even
though multi-week No. 1s would be great, what’s
on his mind is, “Are we getting enough spins to
make enough money over the cumulative life of
a record? Sometimes those records that hang
in for 40 weeks and only go up for one make a
lot of money because they are being spun a lot.
Those spins add up to performance dollars. If
you get No. 1s that were pushed up real quick
and don’t stay around, you’re not getting that.”
Higdon, who’s been in the music industry
since the mid-’70s, has had a hand in many
multi-week No. 1s, including Faith Hill’s
“Breathe,” co-written by Higdon’s then-Universal
Music Publishing writer Stephanie Bentley,
who’s now with Fru Fru Music. “Breathe” topped
the Country chart for four weeks in 2000 and
was a 16-week AC No. 1.
“I’ve had many cuts since then,” says Bentley,
“but none that have quite done that. It has continued to be a blessing.”
When she’s in the writing room Bentley says
chart position isn’t at the forefront, but ... “We
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Inconvenient Truth
While the chart churn strikes many as problematic, the inconvenient truth is that country music
and Country radio have arguably never been hotter.
In fact, if you were to overlay some representation
of country’s popularity with the last 25 years of chart
data at right, the argument could be made that lots
of No. 1s that are inclusive of lots of artists help the
format rather than hurt it.
Considering Country has nowhere else to turn to
find developing artists (as Top 40 and AC do), perhaps
frequent No. 1s and exposure for more artists creates
a diversity that was missing in the relatively fallow early
2000s of massive but predominately AC-leaning hits.
“There’s a hunger for country as a whole right
now,” Allen says. “Companies are flipping to the format in the biggest cities, and in a song-driven format
consumers are ready for a lot of new music. I have
conversations all the time with programmers who
don’t have room for all the songs they want to play.”
“We’ve gotten the best music we’ve had in a long
time in the last 20 months,” Garrison agrees. “In
some ways, we’re just moving through the biggest
stars/hits as fast as we can.”
To Garrison’s early point, this year’s launches may be
tomorrow’s headliners. “To have the opportunity to expose so many artists so quickly – this gold rush may be
creating the superstars of tomorrow,” Allen says. “That’s
a lot of diversity and a great thing in the long term.”

Chart

40

Hot AC

Impact Weak?
That more practical approach and its resultant
“paper No. 1s,” as one PD calls them, may have unintended consequences. “It is potentially a disservice
to the listener if they’re not always hearing the best
music on the radio,” another programmer says. “Depending on how you program, you might be putting
something into power because it’s ‘their week’ when
the song might not be ready. Conversely, a song that
might be ready, you’re holding off on because you’re
wondering if you can keep it in power long enough
to support the No. 1 push.”
McKay points out, “For people who have a total
commute time of 30-45 minutes a day, they might
hear a power song once a week. So just as it’s hitting
the tipping point, the follow-up comes in. [Moving
on to the new song] is a bad business decision.”
Not to mention potential long-term effects. “How
many of these songs are we going to be playing in
gold?” McKay asks. “It’s not a knock on the songs
– the audience just didn’t get to know them. It’s
especially true with superstars, whose records move
so fast.”
Back to Luke Bryan, whose songs move as quickly
as anyone’s. He hasn’t had a six-week No. 1, but he did
have a record six No. 1s from his last album. “Having
the ability to expose more music is never a bad thing,”
Allen says. “Luke is fortunately at a point where a 13week No. 1 and out is still getting significant airplay
while another song is cycling in. The more music you
can expose from a superstar, the better. And if you can’t
get the new single on because the PD still has the last
one in power, that’s a good problem to have.”
Allen also contends that the peak position itself
is one of a group. “If a song is of the ilk to even be
in the top five, it has to be something the audience
wants to hear to some degree,” he says. “Whether or
not the one-week shot at No. 1 is the best reflection
of that song is a completely different question.”
Speaking of songs in the top rotation, Garrison noticed another related phenomenon this year. “For the
first time in I don’t know how long, I’ve had five heavies who are relatively unknown artists,” he says. “We’ve
launched more artists this year than I’ve ever seen.”
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The first single from his
forthcoming debut album
P r oduced b y Joe y Moi

SOMEWHERE
TONIGHT
The new single from the voice that brought you
“JUST GOT STARTED LOVING YOU” and
the co-writer of “IN COLOR.”
blasterrecords.com

Country’s Marconi Nominees
Say Cheese: WAXX/Eau Claire, WI morning team, proud
cheeseheads and two-time Small Market Personality of the
Year nominees Alex & Cora prepare to finally bring home
the Marconi cheddar.

H

onorees will be celebrated the first day of October
during the NAB Marconi Radio Awards Dinner &
Show, but Country radio’s 13 nominees are worthy of
a cheer regardless of that night’s outcome. The 10
who have been recently profiled in Country Aircheck – KIIM/
Tucson’s Buzz Jackson (Medium Market Personality); WAXX/
Eau Claire, WI’s Alex & Cora, KKNU/Eugene, OR’s Bill Barrett,
Tim Fox and Tracy Berry, and WKWS/Charleston, WV’s Wolf &
Friends Morning Show (Small Market Personality); WCTK/Providence (Large Market Station); and KKBQ/Houston, WLHK/
Indianapolis, WUBE/Cincinnati, WWKA/Orlando and KCLR/Columbia, MO (Country Station) – are represented in photos.
We take a deeper look at Small Market Station nominee Classic
Country KWYO-AM/Jackson, WY, and Personality nominees Scotty
Cox and Cara Denis from KCLR/Columbia, MO (Small Market)
and WYCD/Detroit’s Chuck Edwards & Linda Lee (Large Market).
All the Country finalists are commended for broadcasting excellence in ratings success, awards and community service.

Truck Yeah: WUBE/Cincinnati staffers celebrate their third
nod for Country Station of the Year the way any respectable
Country outlet should – with a big truck and a tall tower.
Pictured (l-r) are morning co-hosts Chelsie and Big Dave,
PD Grover Collins and morning co-host Stattman.

Take ‘Em To School: staffers present a check for $17,136 to Sheridan High School
for its Locker Room Project. Pictured (l-r) are a SHS rep, KWYO President Kim
Love and wife Mary Kay, Grammens, Sponsor Dave Youngren and two SHS reps.

Serves Them Right

KWYO-AM/Jackson, WY
Small Market Station

For a small market AM station, it’s all about making
a big connection with the people they serve, according to GM Bob Grammens.
We’re very excited. We’ve won a Crystal Award
but not a Marconi. This is our first time being
nominated. We realized we needed to submit
this year because we do some good things.
And it turned out great. Why shouldn’t we tout
ourselves? We’re very proud of how we serve
Sheridan and the surrounding area.
The station belongs to the community. We
super-serve, provide local news and sports,
and our staff is highly involved. Any time you
have a small market station that has four fulltime people on staff and one part-time news
person in a market of 30,000, that’s saying
something. We have ownership that’s very
committed to the community. It’s one of the
many things that’s going to bring back what
radio is and how it used to be years ago. We
never stopped doing it. We’ve always made
sure we’re serving the community the best we
possibly can.
I’m most proud of our staff and their dedica-

tion. You have to genuinely care about your
audience. This isn’t a job, it’s a career. I make
sure the people I’ve hired are here because
this is their career, not because they’re looking
for something else to do. I have a staff of 11
sales people, and the newest one has been with
us two years. The next newest has been here
six years, and I have people who have been
with us 20-30 years. They don’t leave. We make
sure we take care of our employees. I hire
people who care and who are in for the long
haul to make the community and the radio
station better.
We’re about partnerships. We’re not about
seeing what kind of schedule we can sell.
Everything is customized. We have people
who roll their sleeves up and help out a client
on a Saturday when they have a big sale. They
actually work with them. And they are good
friends with our clients.
To win would be a tribute to the staff and their
hard work. Many of them put mega hours in.
We’ve got sports people who go hundreds of
miles to do a game, and when they get back to
the radio station at 3am, they make sure they
have the sports cast ready to air at 7am. When
you have people doing that, it’s exciting.
If we win, the award will go in the front office
for everyone to see when they walk in. That
way our listeners can be as proud of our staff
as we are.

Something’s Missing: Nominated for Medium Market Personality of the Year for the first time, KIIM/Tucson PD/afternooner
Buzz Jackson readies a perfect spot for the trophy.

Nominated For What? KKNU/Eugene, OR morning co-hosts
(l-r) Tim Fox, Bill Barrett and Tracy Berry enjoy their third
Small Market Personality of the Year nod with an aptly
named “Marconi & Cheese” casserole.
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Bravo Company

Chuck Edwards and Linda Lee,
WYCD/Detroit
Large Market Personality

OCTOBER
WON

Edwards & Lee shared afternoon drive for 16 years before Edwards moved to mornings in August.
In their time together, they’ve left their mark on the Motor City.
CE: We did a different kind of show in afternoon drive. It’s more like a morning show.
That gave us an opportunity to not only promote country music, but to do a lot of great
community service. That’s probably the backbone of why we’re finalists.
LL: It’s because of our dedication to community service and making a difference in Detroit.
I’m most proud of some grassroots local charities we’ve helped develop big, successful
annual fundraisers. BRAvo is a free mammogram program at McLaren Macomb Hospital. A longtime listener who worked at the hospital contacted me to help come up with a
fundraiser to provide mammograms for uninsured women. She asked me to have a big
celebrity sign a decorated bra that we could auction off. Reba was in town that week, and I
went to the ACMs the next month and took a bunch of bras with me and got a slew of stars
to autograph them. In the seven years since then it’s become a huge annual fundraiser
that has raised close to $800,000. And now they invite and showcase breast cancer survivors
who received their free mammograms
through this program, so it’s just so cool
Bras For
to see we’ve made a difference.
A Cause:
CE: I’m most proud of our effort with
Edwards
St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital.
& Lee
For the past 16 years, Linda and I have
“bra-cast” at
been fortunate enough to have such a
the annual
great bond with our listeners that they
BRAvo
rally around and dig deep and give. It’s
fundraiser.
been the benchmark of all of the charity
events we do, and we do a lot locally. We
do as much as we can, and our listeners
really support those efforts.
LL: It would be amazing to win. It’s such
a huge honor to be recognized amongst
all the talented personalities across the
country from every genre. And to represent country music specifically would be a dream
come true.
CE: I used to think winning a CMA Award was the pinnacle, but to be acknowledged by
the National Association of Broadcasters with a Marconi Award would mean we’ve done
the work. It means we have been judged along with other stations as being superlative in
not only being ambassadors of the Country music format but in being important to our
marketplace and our listeners. It would mean the world to be acknowledged for that.
LL: My husband and kids chipped in and bought me an award case for my birthday.
I’m kind of embarrassed by it, and they won’t let me hide it upstairs. So it’s in our living
room. That’s where the trophy will go if we win.
CE: I have an old antique radio that I bought about 10 years ago. I think it was made in
the 1950s and I actually have the CMA Award displayed on it. So I’ll probably have to go
out and find something that’s befitting of being graced by the Marconi.
LL: It’s not why I do what I do, but it’s definitely a blessing. We strive for excellence, so
to be recognized with any type of award is pretty cool.
CE: Many of my radio heroes are deceased: Les Acree, Rusty Walker, Ted Stecker. Those are
the men who built me. To be able to stand up in front of the crowd and accept an award
would not only be accepting it for me, it would be accepting it for them.

Tall Order: The staff of KCLR/Columbia, MO realize there’s
room for improvement at a local University of Missouri landmark following their fourth nomination for Country Station of
the Year. Applauding the update are a more moderately sized
(l-r) PD Jamie Mac, morning co-hosts Cara Denis and Scotty
Cox, evening personality Joey Lose and middayer Josh Ryan.

Sunny Sides Up: The staff of WWKA/Orlando shows what happens following a Marconi nomination for Country station of the
Year – lots of pearly whites. Pictured (l-r) are morning co-hosts
Ashley Stegbauer and AJ Maguire, Dir./Marketing Amy Lynch,
Dir./Branding & Programming and middayer Andrew Bland,
Dir./Marketing Services Amanda Duitsman (front), afternoon
personality J.R. Jaus, weekend talent Jason Gellhause and Mgr./
Promotions Laura Peters.

Midwest Foot Forward
Scotty Cox and Cara Denis,
KCLR/Columbia, MO
Small Market Personality

For Scotty & Cara, it’s the partnership with the listeners that makes the difference.
SC: We’re both Midwesterners. I’m from Missouri and Cara’s from Indiana. So people
sense that Midwest sensibility, and that’s a big part of our success.
CD: As much as we want to take credit for this, it has to do with our listeners and our community. We’re in a perfect place to really build something with good people who want to bring
awareness of the station to the rest of the community. They enjoy country music, they enjoy
doing things for one another and we are so happy to be part of that every day. It just fits.
SC: People always ask what’s the best way to have a good morning show. My answer is to
figure out which is the best station in the market and try to get on that one. This station
is a legend here. They’ve done it really well for a long time and there’s a special relationship between the station and the listeners. With charitable events, there’s a trust factor so
any time we say, “These people really need this,” the listeners come
through. The ratings contribute
to the nomination, and that’s
the listeners. And it’s community
service – that’s the listeners giving
the money and adopting the pets.
So this is about them.
CD: I’m proud of the way we
connect with one another and our
audience. We do a good job of
putting things out there that they
need to know. And they’re good
at helping us. They’re very honest, and we’re very honest with
them. That honesty shows.
SC: We never try to come off as
too polished. If I screw up running the board and it’s a blatant
mistake, it’s so silly to act like it
didn’t happen. I’ll stop everyFood Chain: Scotty & Cara stand out in the cold
thing and go, “Ok, wait a minute.
to collect donations for their holiday food drive.
I screwed this up again.” Little
things like that show people we’re
real and we’re not trying to be too big-city. There’s an honesty there that people see.
SC: We’ve gotten ACM and CMA nominations several times and we’ve never won any of them.
I’ve been lucky enough to win some of those with other morning show partners but I’ve never
gotten to win with Cara. I really want her to have some hardware. As much as the awards aren’t
the way we measure things, Cara works really hard and I’d like her to get a trophy too.
SC: It’s nice to work for a local company that believes in live and local air talent. When a
lot of people are taking local talent off to save money, our company is taking down satellite shows and putting on live people. That doesn’t happen in every market. To be able
to work for a company like that is very inspiring. I’ve been with them about 27 years now
and that’s what really stands out to me.
CAC
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Empty-Handed: KKBQ/Houston’s Kevin Kline (c) is the only
member of the Q Morning Zoo who doesn’t have one of the
station’s Marconis to display (KKBQ won Country Station of
the Year in 2013 and Major Market Station in 2014), but this
year’s Marconi nod for Country Station might change that.

Set The Table: The staff of two-time Marconi Country Station
of the Year nominee WLHK/Indianapolis are more than ready
to finally win one. Pictured (l-r) are Mgr./Digital Content Kaitlyn Sintkowski, Digital Content Producer Jackie Kew, Morning
Show Producer Casey Vallier, Dir./Promotions Lindsay Birge,
Dir./Marketing Lisa Wall, Emmis Chairman/CEO Jeff Smulyan,
morning host Dave O’Brien, MD/afternooner JD Cannon and
PD/middayer Fritz Moser.
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DREAM TEEN

T

he highly ranked executives who
currently sit at the intersection of radio
and records were once high school kids
with varying mixtures of aspiration, anxiety
and self-awareness. For this installment of

the Power 31 – as voted by our readers – the
men and women with the “most influence
over airplay decisions” were asked to address
their teenage selves. So with apologies to
Brad Paisley, here are their “letters to me.”

..................................
..................................
. . . . . . . . . Mike
. . . . . . . Dungan
..................
. . . . . . . . . UMG/Nashville
. . . . . . . . . . Chairman/CEO
...............
...................................
...................................

....................................
....................................
. . . . . . . . . John
. . . . . . . .Dickey
...................
. . . . . . . . . Cumulus
. . . . . . EVP/Content
. . . . . . . . .&. Programming
...........
....................................
...................................

....................................
....................................
. . . . . . . . . .John
. . . . . . . Esposito
...................
. . . . . . . . . .Warner
. . . . .Music
. . . .Nashville
. . . . . . President/CEO
...........
....................................
...................................

Always remember the people
who treated you well and
went out of their way to
make you feel special, even
though you sat lower on the
ladder. They’re your heroes
now and always should
be. Be like them. Form your
heart to embrace that kind of
genuineness and kindness,
and spread love and respect
everywhere you go.

There are lots of things I could tell you that would really
help you out and maybe out of a bind, but that would
rob you of all the fun in life. You need to make your own
decisions and own them. There are a few small hints
that should help, however. Real power is getting people
to follow your lead when they don’t have to; don’t get
too caught up with your business card.
Music will mean more to you as you get older. Right
now it’s all a blur and a moment in time, but know you
are starting down a journey that will end well. Don’t be
afraid to question why things are done the way they are
done; innovation depends on curiosity. And finally, wear
your seatbelt, kid.

Be f---ing relentless at whatever you do – no retreat, no
surrender! It’s all about passion, devotion, attention to
detail and allowing yourself to enjoy the fact that “there’s
no business like show business.” Music is life, so whatever place in the great music ecosystem you find enjoyment in, live every day as if you’re changing lives – your
own and others who hear the magic. And find a mentor
to take you under their wing and show you the ropes!

1

....................................
....................................
. . . . . . . . . Scott
. . . . . . . . . .Borchetta
.................
. . . . . . . . . Big
. . .Machine
. . . . . .Label
. . . .Group
. . . .President/CEO
..........
....................................
...................................
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3

5

....................................
....................................
. . . . . . . . . Jeff
. . . . . . .Kapugi
....................
. . . . . . . . . CBS
. . . Radio
. . . . VP/Country,
. . . . . . . . WUSN/Chicago
. . . . . . . . . .PD
..
....................................
...................................
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Hey, good news – you get out alive! The mad rush of
the Hollywood music scene, the Valley, the skate punks
and the So-Cal girls will all finally make sense. Stay
the course, keep working all those odd jobs and crazy
hours, keep playing the clubs, and keep bangin’ the
boards. All of that experience on the street is going to
come in very, very handy. Oh, and somehow you ended
up with the biggest artist in the world.

Some things you should think about as you jump into
this crazy business called radio:
1. Don’t be afraid to leave Chicago, you are bound to
get a shot at it at some point in your career.
2. Be open to formats outside of Top 40 – Country
could be fun!
3. Network, network, network! You can’t know
enough people, so figure out a way to remember
their names.
4. Treat people the way you expect to be treated–
with respect.
5. No one is smarter than all of us.
6. Life is short, so let the ones you love know it.
P.S. Buy stock in a company called Apple.

....................................
....................................
. . . . . . . . . .John
. . . . . . . Marks
...................
. . . . . . . . . .Former
. . . . SiriusXM
. . . . . . Sr.
. . .Dir./Country
.............
. . . . . . . . . .Programming
..........................
...................................
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Congratulations! You’re 16 and just cashed your first
paycheck from WPFB/Middletown, OH. If things go
well, you’ll be doing this for quite a while. Along the
way, always remember the fun and passion of this
moment. You are doing what you love and making a
paycheck while doing it. Remember the mentors who
will help you develop your potential; it’s not a solo
trip. You’ll get to do some cool things, so keep your
head on straight. And don’t take yourself too seriously. Work hard and with integrity, and always remember
the Golden Rule. You’ll never go wrong by simply being
kind to somebody.
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POWER 31
..................................
..................................
. . . . . . . . . Jimmy
. . . . . . . . .Harnen
................
. . . . . . . . . Big
. . Machine
. . . . . . Label
. . . .Group
. . . .EVP
.........
. . . . . . . . . Republic
. . . . . . Nashville
. . . . . . .President
.............
...................................
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..................................
..................................
. . . . . . . . . Jon
. . . . . Loba
....................
. . . . . . . . . BBR
. . . Music
. . . . Group
. . . . EVP
..............
...................................
...................................
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Before you are a
leader, success is all
about growing yourself.
When you become a
leader, success is all
about growing others.
Don’t concern yourself
with being powerful.
Focus on kindness,
compassion, excellence,
honesty, respect and
knowledge, for those
are far more powerful attributes. And just
so you know, the older
you get the smarter
Mom and Dad will
become!

..................................
..................................
. . . . . . . . . Rod
. . . . . . .Phillips
..................
. . . . . . . . . iHeartMedia
. . . . . . . . Regional
. . . . . .SVP/Programming
...........
. . . . . . . . . .Country
. . . . . Brand
. . . . Manager
................
...................................
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Aim high; there is more
out there for you to
achieve than you realize.
When you think you’ve
aimed high enough, aim
even higher. Think more
positively than you ever
have before because it will
help in every area of your
life. Pay more attention to
music. Believe it or not,
you’re going to be around
it for at least the next 30
years. And play golf now;
you’re going to love it
eventually.

..................................
..................................
. . . . . . . . . Jeff
. . . . . . Garrison
...................
. . . . . . . . . Cox
. . .Country
. . . . . Format
. . . . .Leader
............
. . . . . . . . . San
. . . Antonio
. . . . . .OM,
. . KCYY
. . . . PD
...........
...................................
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..................................
..................................
. . . . . . . . . Royce
. . . . . . . . . Risser
................
. . . . . . . . . UMG/Nashville
. . . . . . . . . .SVP/Promotion
...............
...................................
...................................
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Dear Lobes (This is a future nickname given to you
by a genre-changing artist named Jason Aldean): You
know this in your heart already, but I am here to tell
you it’s 100% true. The two biggest determinants
of future success are work ethic and how you treat
people. You don’t have to be the smartest person in
the room. Yes, education and intelligence are important. However, it is much more important to work as
hard and passionately as you can every day and to
genuinely care about the people around you, both coworkers and business partners. If you truly care about
them and their needs and treat them with respect, you
will develop long-term, meaningful relationships that
enrich your life and business.

..................................
..................................
. . . . . . . . . Kurt
. . . . . . . Johnson
..................
. . . . . . . . . Townsquare
. . . . . . . . SVP/Programming
.................
...................................
...................................
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3.
		
		
		

You need to start listening to country music. I know
you live in L.A. and the Mighty 690 broadcasting
from Tijauna, Mexico is awesome, but you really
need to try it. Also, check out an artist named
George Strait. I will send you a free eight track or
cassette tape from the future. It’s his first album
and it’s really cool.
You know how you roll your pant legs up? You may
want to stop that, because you are gonna look
back at pictures and realize you look ridiculous.
That popcorn fall you and your buddy do in movie
theatres – I know it’s funny, but your back is
going to pay the price when you hit 40. Stick to
the urinal trick.

It’s 2015 and you won’t believe
how cool country music is –
bigger than Top 40! I know!
Some advice: Keep moving.
Music and radio are the best
work there’s ever been. No
apologies, no regrets. When
Mark Cuban asks you to invest
in his website, do it. Find
something you love to do that
the world needs and that you
can make money at. When you
can do that, everything else
works out.

..................................
..................................
. . . . . . . . . Doug
. . . . . . . .Montgomery
.................
. . . . . . . . . iHeartCountry
. . . . . . . . . Brand
. . . . Coord.,
. . . . .Premium
.......
. . . . . . . . . Choice
. . . . . PD,
. . .Grand
. . . .Rapids
. . . . .SVPP
.........
...................................

..................................
..................................
. . . . . . . . . Kevin
. . . . . . . .Herring
.................
. . . . . . . . . Warner
. . . . . Music
. . . . Nashville
. . . . . . SVP/Promotion
..........
...................................
...................................

While it is awesome that you
can recall from
memory the
founding members
of Siouxsie and
the Banshees,
you might want
to consider for a
moment that some
musical trends like
New Wave might
not last forever.
Remember that
Smokey And The
Bandit soundtrack
Grandma gave
you when you
were 10 years
old? Those Jerry
Reed songs were
really good. You
might want to
have some flexibility on the type of music you want to
program when you get older.

Using your very first paycheck from the Sizzler
Family Steak House to buy an Alice Cooper and
Steely Dan album will be a decision you will look back
on as wise. Despite the long odds of making a living at
it, trust your love for music.
Don’t be upset when the Rock station you work at,
WWWW/Detroit, changes format to Country. Your real
friends will still like you and it will be the best thing that
ever happens for your career. When you eventually get
the job as MD, just add George Strait records. Don’t
think twice about it or
worry if they will test, sell
or research.
When you transition
to record promotion
from radio, remember
that your career is never
about one artist or one
record; it’s about how
you inspire those around
you and the long-term
relationships you form.
Lastly, buying Apple
stock (when it’s invented)
is a great idea.

9
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Always be yourself and be mindful of comparing
yourself to others. Always show up, quit skipping
school and do it with a positive attitude. Have
gratitude every day, especially for your family. Have
fun and enjoy the trip. It really isn’t that long. And the
Rolling Stones are still touring in 2015! Crazy, huh?

..................................
..................................
. . . . . . . . . Shane
. . . . . . . . . Allen
................
. . . . . . . . . Capitol
. . . . .VP/Promotion
....................
...................................
...................................
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Invest more time in people than in your own agenda,
and never take yourself too seriously. Make the music
your priority, trust your gut, run from drama and be
grounded enough to have a life outside of work.

ON YOUR
DESK NOW!

ADD DATE:

9/14

CATCH JON PARDI ON HIS HEADLINING ALL TIME HIGH TOUR
PRESENTED BY TEXAS ROADHOUSE BEGINNING IN OCTOBER!

© 2015 CAPITOL RECORDS NASHVILLE

POWER 31
..................................
..................................
. . . . . . . . . Randy
. . . . . . . . . Goodman
................
. . . . . . . . . Sony/Nashville
. . . . . . . . . .Chairman/CEO
...............
...................................
...................................
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Keep your faith. Don’t sell your soul. Find balance. Be
quicker to listen and slower to speak. Be gracious.
Take your vacations. Esteem others more than yourself. Drink less. Be present and live the day. And find
the joy in it all.

....................................
....................................
. . . . . . . . . .Jack
. . . . . . Purcell
....................
. . . . . . . . . .Big
. .Machine
. . . . . .SVP/Promotion
..................
....................................
...................................

....................................
....................................
. . . . . . . . . Joel
. . . . . . . Raab
....................
. . . . . . . . . Joel
. . . Raab
. . . . Country
. . . . . .Radio/Media
..............
. . . . . . . . . Consulting,
. . . . . . . . Owner
...................
...................................

I believe in your
future and in the
power of the radio
your grandmother
gave you to inspire
your passion for
music. Dream big
and persevere. Treasure these years, but
know there is a big
world beyond your
Northern Minnesota
paper-making hometown, and there are
lots of people like
you who embrace
the arts and music. When you meet them, listen, smile
and be kind. Then listen some more. They are your
teachers and will give you wisdom to share with others
as you grow up. Oh, and don’t let me find out in 30
years that you never learned to play the piano!

Soak it all in, you’re gonna miss this. You’ll make
mistakes. (Never meet up with someone who called
the request line.) Don’t beat yourself up when things
don’t go right. You’re going to meet a lot of incredible people through the years. Spend more time on
things you’re passionate about. Follow your gut as it’s
usually right. Don’t overthink things, even though you’ll
eventually be paid to do just that. Don’t ride that bull
for the station promotion. And finally, don’t worry so
much. Things will turn out fine. It’s all good.

20

..................................
..................................
. . . . . . . . . Becky
. . . . . . . . . Brenner
................
. . . . . . . . . Albright
. . . . . &. .O’Malley
. . . . . &. .Brenner
...........
. . . . . . . . . Consulting
. . . . . . . .Partner
..................
...................................
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....................................
....................................
. . . . . . . . . Steve
. . . . . . . . . Hodges
..................
. . . . . . . . . Sony/Nashville
. . . . . . . . . . .EVP/Promotion
................
.........&
. .Artist
. . . .Development
.....................
...................................
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Little do you know that
being hired at the local
Country station to work
part-time will change
your life and hook you
on the power of music,
radio and records. Make
sure you go to class and
practice, but make doubly sure when you get to
work that you know the
song titles, writers and
artists; you’ll actually
wind up working with
several of them down
the road. I know that
sounds very crazy and
unbelievable, but it’s true.
When you get the job in Nashville, remember to
stay a fan of the music and not be someone just trying to make a buck. Remember that your waiter or
waitress could be the next big songwriter or star, so
be nice and respectful of their time and effort. Learn all
you can from your bosses and peers because one day
you’ll be a boss and you need to absorb all the skill
sets you can. As your dad says to you daily, “Always
do the right thing.” You’ll be amazed at the effectiveness of that simple motto. Cheers!

....................................
....................................
. . . . . . . . . Mike
. . . . . . . .Moore
...................
. . . . . . . . . Entercom
. . . . . . .VP/Country
....................
. . . . . . . . . Portland
. . . . . . OM/KWJJ
. . . . . . .PD
..............
...................................
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Follow your passion, lead by example, never stop
learning, pursue your goals aggressively, surround
yourself with smart and talented people (they will make
you look good), be honest even when it’s difficult and
remember life is best when it’s balanced. Love your
work, but live for your family and close friends. Most of
all try to have fun at whatever you do.

....................................
....................................
. . . . . . . . . Johnny
. . . . . . . . . . . .Chiang
...............
. . . . . . . . . COX/Houston
. . . . . . . . . .OM
. .&. KKBQ
. . . . PD
..........
....................................
...................................
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Have more
patience
with your
teammates,
as not
everyone
shows their
passion for
winning the
same way
you do.
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..................................
. . . . . . . . .Michael
. . . . . . . . . . . .Bryan
.............
. . . . . . . . .iHeartMedia/Nashville
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .SVP/Programming,
...........
..................................
WSIX
PD
&
Exec.
PD
of
The
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bobby
. . . . .Bones
....
Show
and
Tige
&
Daniel
...................................
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Congrats on getting your driver’s license today; that is
a game changer. As you head out into the world, here
are a few tips for success:
		1. All you need is 20 seconds of insane courage,
			 just literally 20 seconds of embarrassing bravery,
			 and I promise you, something great will come of it!
2. You have to ask for what you want, don’t expect
		 that your manager will notice what you are doing
		 and reward you for it. You are your own best advocate.
3. When possible, eliminate negative people from
		 your life and your workplace. They will bring you
		 down, disrupt the work flow and decrease
		 productivity. Plus, they are not fun!
4. When all is said and done, your family and your
		 friends will be all you have left. Don’t focus so much
		 on work that you miss out on time with them.
		 Good luck!

Music matters and people matter. Use your love and
passion for both to connect and you will succeed.
Listen more than you speak. And when you do reach
your dreams, stop and enjoy it while dreaming of
what’s next.

..................................
..................................
. . . . . . . . . Carson
. . . . . . . . . . . James
..............
. . . . . . . . . BBR
. . . Music
. . . . Group
. . . . SVP/Promotion
..............
...................................
...................................
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..................................
..................................
. . . . . . . . . Benny
. . . . . . . . . .Brown
...............
. . . . . . . . . BBR
. . . Music
. . . . Group
. . . . President/CEO
..............
...................................
...................................
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Set yourself a
goal to achieve
your dreams
and work
toward it every
day. You truly
get out of life
what you put
into it.

Remember how you felt when you saw The Beatles for
the first time on The Ed Sullivan Show and how you
told yourself, “That’s what I want to do – music?” Well
stick with it, listen to the radio, learn to play guitar,
study everything there is to know about it and don’t let
anything stand in your way. Above all, approach it with
honesty and maintain your integrity; it’s the only thing
you’ll be able to take with you.

POWER 31
....................................
....................................
. . . . . . . . . Gregg
. . . . . . . . . . .Swedberg
................
. . . . . . . . . iHeartCountry
. . . . . . . . . .Brand
. . . .Coord.
.............
. . . . . . . . . Minneapolis
. . . . . . . . SVP/Programming,
. . . . . . . . . . . . .KEEY
. . . PD
...
...................................
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Career advice: If they tell you to buckle down in
college and get away from the campus radio station,
don’t! Listen to [all] music; it’s worth it. Get into
Country sooner. Pop is a vast wasteland of ego and
there are so many more good people in Country. And
trust me, you’ll never have rhythm. Personal advice: Don’t get too attached to that hair.

..................................
..................................
. . . . . . . . . Lesly
. . . . . . . .Simon
.................
. . . . . . . . . Arista
. . . . VP/Promotion
.....................
...................................
...................................
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Live a full and happy life! Savor the hours you spend
in the record store – records are a beautiful soon-tobe artifact that you are lucky to experience and you
will miss them
one day. Worry
less. Everything
really does work
out in the end.
The most difficult
circumstances
in your life will
also make you
stronger and
will lead you to
your greatest joy.
Move through
them with grace.
Surround yourself with great
people; leaders,
doers, friends
and true teammates. They are
the beauty of the
journey. You will
make mistakes – big ones. Always make things right
and be better from what you’ve learned. Be kind always. You have no idea the wonderful impact you can
make on someone’s life – and your own – by simple
kindness. Never stop listening to and loving music, the
radio and the artists. Enjoy the ride!

..................................
..................................
. . . . . . . . . Bobby
. . . . . . . . . .Bones
...............
. . . . . . . . . Premiere’s
. . . . . . . The
. . .Bobby
. . . . Bones
. . . . Show
.......
...................................
...................................
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There will always be people who are more talented,
funnier and better looking, but don’t let that intimidate
you. Your goal will be to outwork them. One of the
ways to do that is by showing up on time, every time,
all the time. Also, occasionally take home run swings
on the air, but not so many that you’re only ever striking out or hitting the big one. A good batting average
will help you succeed. Most importantly, keep the mullet. You’re going to get pressured to cut it off because
it isn’t cool, but let it ride as long as possible. Finally,
don’t trust Bobby Petrino. Thanks and good luck!

..................................
..................................
. . . . . . . . . Blair
. . . . . . . . Garner
.................
. . . . . . . . . Cumulus’
. . . . . . America’s
. . . . . . .Morning
. . . . . Show
.......
...................................
...................................
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You’re going to be okay and it will all work out in the
end. Just believe in yourself. work hard, be kind and
respect your elders. And give your mom a hug every
chance you can. You’re going to miss her more than
you’ll ever know.

..................................
..................................
. . . . . . . . . Ryan
. . . . . . . Dokke
..................
. . . . . . . . . Curb
. . . VP/Promotion
......................
...................................
...................................
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P.S. I still have the same pair of headphones that you
are using now, so be gentle with them.

..................................
..................................
. . . . . . . . . Kristen
. . . . . . . . . . . Williams
..............
. . . . . . . . . Warner
. . . . . Music
. . . . Nashville
. . . . . . VP/Promotion
..........
...................................
...................................
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It doesn’t matter that you’re not the most popular girl
in school or that you weren’t nominated for homecoming queen. When you walk through the halls with your
choir robe on, walk tall and proud. Don’t worry about
the snickers you hear or
the strange looks you
get. Get out there and
shine. And while you’re at
it, go give that high school
band member a high
five. Kids who love the
arts are incredibly special
and your love of music
will take you far. Besides, by not being the
coolest kid in the room,
your heart is growing
with empathy for those
who are different, and
you’re learning some amazing things like how to be
kind, appreciative and understanding. These traits
will one day help you become the leader you want to
be. Own it!

Don’t take anything for granted! Doing that airshift,
voicing that spot and helping organize the cart
rack may not seem that important, but it is. Always
take care of people and they will take care of you.
Without your teammates, advisors, staff, mentors and
partners, it is a cold and lonely ride. Take your time,
always do your best and make sure you don’t get so
caught up in the ride that you forget to enjoy it. This
is an incredible journey, so live in the moment and
treasure them. Never let your ego get in the way.
The best advice you’ll ever get is, “It’s not you, it’s
the chair you’re sitting in that has the power.”
(Thank you, Becky Brenner.)
CAC

THE LEGACY CONTINUES

STRIKING MATCHES

ASHLEY CLARK

MUDDY MAGNOLIAS

New Single MISS ME MORE
from the album
NOTHING BUT THE SILENCE

Wants to
BUY YOU A BEER
soon

Music coming

Q1

Mom & Pop Shop: Scott and
Sandi Borchetta raise the flag.

Beginning
Jake Basden

George Briner

Jimmy Harnen
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Malcolm Mimms

Jack Purcell

Kelly Rich

John Zarling

TO BIG WINNING

Celebrating BMLG’s First Decade

T

he day before Big Machine launched, Aug. 31, 2005, Scott Borchetta and
artists Danielle Peck, Taylor Swift and Jack Ingram sat with XM Satellite
Radio’s Jon Anthony for an interview. “I hope we are able to do for these
artists the same things we were able to do for Toby [Keith at DreamWorks],”
Borchetta said. “And that’s provide the platform and the arena for these artists
to communicate their message. It’s not about Nashville’s message, it’s about
the individual artists’ message. That’s where ultimately it will be decided
whether we were successful or not.”
Ten years later with five imprints, four promotion teams, 90-plus employees and a roster of gold and platinum artists that includes music’s biggest
global superstar, Big Machine Label Group is one of the most successful
platforms in the history of the business. Case closed. To mark the milestone,
Country Aircheck spoke with the group’s top executives for an intimate and
detailed look at the company’s earliest days.
Dream On
The Big Machine vision started at DreamWorks
when label chief Mo Ostin asked how the company
could compete in country with Sony and Universal.
“We’re going to need a second imprint,” says Borchetta,
who was heading promotion at the time. “I put a plan
together with myself as the guy running it. That was the
first time I pictured something like this. At the same
time, [Reba’s manager] Narvel Blackstock said, ‘When
are you going to run one of these things?’ If he thought
I could do it, I began to think maybe I could.”
DreamWorks was soon sold to Universal, however,
and Borchetta realized “there was no way that was
going to work long term.” So he began assembling a
prospectus, calling noted Nashville attorney Malcolm
Mimms for assistance. “He knew so much about what
I knew so little about – contracts, copyright, stuff we
needed to have as a foundation,” Borchetta says.

With Mimms and a local business manager, Borchetta started “riffing and brainstorming” while still
working at UMG/Nashville. “We had a great first
lunch and I said I was disgusted with the way major
labels are wasting money and the lack of a singular
vision across the platform.”
“It was the most interesting lunch I’ve ever had,”
Mimms says. “I was at the end of five years with Warner
Bros. and had become so disgusted because it was impossible to find people to ask permission to do things. It was
insanity. Scott’s question was whether it was crazy to start a
record label in this environment and I told him I thought
it was perfect. It was begging for somebody like him.”
The team started with a $10 million valuation, deciding that $4 million needed to be raised for a real running start. “If we could do that, I knew we could operate
for two years,” Borchetta says. “We’d have to have success
early, but we wouldn’t have to raise more money.”

Worst-Laid Plans
Mimms and Borchetta met with an investor who
pledged up to the full $10 million on a handshake. “I
get a call 45 days later that he’s invested $45 million in
a urethane plant in Morocco,” Borchetta says. “I’m like,
‘Okay. Congratulations? What does that mean about
our agreement?’ He says, ‘I’m out.’ That was as we were
starting. I’ve promised John Zarling a job. I’ve told Sandi
Borchetta we’ll be good. That was like, ‘Oh, f----.’”
At that point, Borchetta put the prospectus out
to other potential investors. “The gift [then UMG/
Nashville CEOs] Luke Lewis and James Stroud gave
me was releasing me from my services in early March
and paying me through September 1. I didn’t have to
do anything but write what I call my master’s thesis.
Malcolm and the business management team said I
had to put in all the reasons people should invest and
all the reasons they shouldn’t. I told everyone, ‘Give
me money you would go gambling with. If you can’t
afford to lose this money, don’t do it.’ What I didn’t
want is the guy who put in $100,000 and is calling me
every day: ‘Oh my God, you’re down a spin.’”
Scott’s wife Sandi, who went on to head creative
for the label, remembers a roller coaster of emotion.
“It was highs and lows,” she says. “He would get really
excited and write a lot, make copies, go to meetings
and be really hopeful. Two days later he’d be saying, ‘I
can’t get a call back.’ It was very frustrating.”
Repeatedly, interested investors backed out after
seeing the prospectus. A couple mentioned that the
numbers didn’t look right. “Malcolm’s guidance was
right on the money,” Borchetta says. “The business
team, their numbers were whack and I didn’t know.”
The final straw was a pitch to Mark Cuban’s group,
who Borchetta recalls were very interested in being
in the record business. “I put on a show,” he says. “I
walked out of there thinking if that’s not a million
bucks, I don’t know what is.” On his way to the airport
following a detour to Houston for a concert, he got a
call. “’Hey, Scott. We’re out. Your numbers don’t add
up.’ I landed in Nashville, went right to the business
manager’s office and said, ‘I don’t know what you sent
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Up To Speed

BMLG executives recall the tipping point moment(s)
when they felt the company gain real momentum.
Andrew Kautz
COO

When Taylor came in and sang all
those early songs. I remember thinking,
“I made the right decision.” The other
moments were when Toby’s team left
and I got the big office. I didn’t have to
share! Scott made me buy Quickbooks
so we could do our own accounting.
And getting the $3 million deposit. We
never looked back.
John Zarling
SVP/Partnership
Marketing & Promotion Strategy

Jack Ingram’s first No. 1 was eight
months in, but it was the first milestone
for the new promotion team after
parting with Toby. We’re moving some
albums and have a No. 1 hit. This now
has traction.
Kelly Rich
SVP/Sales, Marketing & Interactive

It was the moment Taylor’s first album
went platinum. I saw the numbers, went
running downstairs, grabbed Scott, Andrew came down and it was a three-way
hug in the hallway and high-fiving. We
were jumping around in a circle like kids.

Malcolm Mimms

George Briner

Chief Counsel/EVP

Valory SVP/Promotion

When Taylor’s first single went No. 1 I
went over to Scott’s office with a bottle
of wine. It was pretty special.
Jack Purcell
Big Machine SVP/Promotion

We were doing the morning show at
WYCD/Detroit and Grunwald had just
come back from the Amazon. Taylor went
into this zone and came back two minutes
later with a song she wrote about Grunwald’s experience in the Amazon that had
everyone rolling on the floor laughing. It was
genius. She so graciously dominated the
moment and charmed them so sincerely.
Scott Borchetta
President/CEO

Fearless. You knew it was going to be
huge. The record was amazing. After
the first week of sales, we were a real
record company. We were setting anchors down – Valory was on the board,
we did the record with Garth, Reba was
coming over. Now we can really play.
The next mission was getting Jimmy
back and starting Republic Nashville.
Having success ex-U.S. was huge, too.

I attended the press conference for the
launch of The Valory Music Co. even
though I was employed at another
label. Scott said he was introducing a
new imprint so each artist could receive
the undivided attention they deserved.
I knew I wanted to work with Scott
again and be a part of something that
was going to make a difference for the
music, the artists, radio, the community
and the industry overall.
Jimmy Harnen
Republic Nashville President
BMLG EVP

When ‘If I Die Young’ started to move
and I knew we were going to sell 52,000
first week. I saw them in New York and
saw the crowds building. I thought,
“Okay, this could make money.”
Allison Jones
SVP/A&R

Before I worked here, I remember
being invited to a Jack Ingram and
Miranda Lambert Crossroads taping
and seeing Scott and Sandi dancing. All the Big Machine people were

having fun and the other side of the
room, the Sony side, was not having
fun. I thought, “Aw, I want that.”
Jake Basden
VP/Publicity

I came from more of a corporate
background thinking I would be a
talent publicist. When I got here, I
was so fascinated by the people, the
company and Scott. Nobody was
doing corporate communications
and telling the story of BMLG, so that
has been my proudest work – getting
the Wall Street Journal and New York
Times to pay attention to this little
shop in Nashville.
Sandi Borchetta
SVP/Creative

In the spring of 2005, I was at an
art show with my sister. I bought a print
to bring back for Scott’s birthday that
year called “The Prophet.” Because
I’ve just always believed. There was no
big tipping point. I just believed.
I have always felt that if anyone
could lead the music industry it was
Scott. If anyone could be successful
as a maverick in the music industry
it was Scott. I believed he had a gut
instinct and could envision what was
needed for the future of the music industry. The print fit in 2005 and has
felt fitting in many situations since.
It’s emotional and sentimental for us
both, although I never pulled it out
to frame and hang it because I don’t
want to jinx it.

Beginning To
Big Winning

me into battle with, but you’re fired.’”
Already underway with the label and paying Zarling
out of his pocket, Borchetta says, “I have a real problem now.”
How Do You Like Me Now?
Against this backdrop is Toby Keith, who publicly
announced his departure from DreamWorks/Universal
at CRS in 2005. Keith called Borchetta the Monday after
CRS and proposed a partnership to share a promotion
staff. “‘I’ll do my records and Scotty Emerick’s, you do
your two or three things and we’ll keep costs low,’” Borchetta recalls. “And Toby made me a promise. ‘I’ll make
sure you get the same distribution deal I get. And I’ll put
in up to $1 million.’” Another investor put in $100,000,
while Scott Swift – Taylor’s father – also invested. But it
wasn’t anywhere near the $4 million target.
Meanwhile, Keith was signing artists – Rebecca
Lynn Howard, Rushlow, Lindsey Haun – and Borchetta
didn’t have the capacity to work all their music. “I said,
‘Toby, I know you don’t need this to work. I don’t have
a choice. This has to work. We can’t handle this many
records. We decided in early November that by April 1,
2006 we would have separate promotion staffs.”
The initial staff went with Keith to Show Dog, but
the well-documented split with Toby only extended to
the working relationship. “Toby absolutely delivered
on the distribution deal,” Borchetta says. “He’s a man
of his word. Everything he said he would do, he did.”
“Those first 90-120 days were absolute insanity,”
he continues. “Now I have to hire a staff. I’ve lost the
promotion team I put together.” Not to mention the
still-looming question of finances.
“I was aware to a certain extent,” Zarling says. “There
was definitely pressure to deliver, especially once the
promotion team went with Toby. We were mid-chart
with Jack Ingram and Danielle Peck. We had to keep
those records going as they were the potential next six
months of revenue.”
“For a minute it felt like The Bad News Bears,” Borchetta says. “I need somebody with a glove to stand at
first base.” Even Sandi was calling radio for adds.
Soon, Jack Purcell was brought on board to head
promotion. “It was great timing,” Purcell recalls.
“Scott called and we thought we were sneaking off
somewhere on a Sunday having lunch and [the late]
Wade Jessen was there, so that blew our cover.”
“I just had to get people on base,” Borchetta says. “Jack
and I found Bobby Young working as a day trader. Jayme
Austin was waiting tables. Rick Barker had never worked
one day in promotion. We stole Nancy Johnson from
Jimmy Harnen at Capitol. It was like The Blues Brothers.
We’re getting the band back together – get in the car.”

Check, Please
“I’m only using Toby’s money to cover overhead
and salaries, using as little as possible to keep as much
[equity] as we can,” Borchetta says. “I’ve got a little bit of
money, comparatively, that I’m putting in. JZ is saying,
‘Dude, we need more money for this or that.’ I’m like,
‘Okay. Make sure we are getting a result. I’m dying here.’
“I’m laying in bed thinking, ‘Get to warrior. Why
aren’t you out of bed yet? How are you going to win
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Story Of Us: The 2007 crew with Taylor Swift (center).
this day?’ I had to fight to get out of bed.”
Keymarket/Pittsburgh radio exec Frank Bell, who
had introduced Borchetta to the Swifts, called about
Ray Pronto, an area businessman who was seeking to
start a label around Dusty Drake. Bell secured a meeting between Pronto and Borchetta. The former played
the planned single from Drake, “Love You.” Borchetta,
of course, was planning to release the same song on
Jack Ingram and, because the song had been previously
released by Trent Summar – “Jump ball,” Scott says.
Pronto said, “Why don’t we do this together?” To
which Borchetta replied, “’I’m glad you asked.’ I hand
him the prospectus and tell him the numbers are
being fixed but everything else is right. He’s just sold
his company for $100 million and he’s got swarms of
sharks around him trying to protect his money. On a
conference call the next day his guys are saying, ‘The
numbers don’t add up!’ But Ray says, ‘We are going to
do this deal.’ Whew. We had $3 million wired within
48 hours and we had a record company.”
But not in the generally accepted sense of corporate largess and red tape. “We didn’t spend crazy
money,” says Andrew Kautz, who was handling all back
room functions. “I remember the day we got the $3
million – we said we could run for two-and-a-half to
three years without putting out a record. I don’t think
I ever had a day where I thought it wouldn’t happen.”
Budgets were done on a project basis, not by department. “I came from working at a major label where
if you don’t spend your budget you lose it,” says Kelly
Rich, who came aboard for sales and marketing. “Scott
said if it’s the right thing to do, do it. If not, don’t.”
Harnen joined the company later, but noticed the
difference. “We couldn’t use iPhones at Capitol,” he
says. “Company policy. You had to get 15 signatures if
you found the right person. That’s the reason I came
here. I thought, ‘We can’t beat them. They can move
faster and are gearing for the future. That’s when I
realized this whole business was changing.”
Allison Jones, who came over to run A&R, brought
her own furniture. “Not having to get a company issued Blackberry and computer was big,” she says. “Little things like that were the most exciting. I remember
asking if I need a pen, what do I do? Kelly was like,
‘If you need a pen, go buy a pen.’ My orientation was

three minutes long. Just start working.”
“The company culture, to this day, is that whoever is
going to get it done should get it done,” Zarling says. “Everyone has their lanes, but Scott has always encouraged
us to think outside of that. Part of that was out of necessity
– Andrew was our IT guy as well as office manager and
accounting. I was helping promotion and taking care of
new media. All of us were forced to do whatever – clean
the bathrooms. That helped build the culture.”
“You saw it in how we would celebrate victories in
the office,” Purcell says. “Scott would come in, shot of
tequila, bam, and then all of us would put our heads
back down and continue plowing through. We won –
check. Back in the game. Next mission.”
Even the artists ... or their moms ... pitched in. “One
day I came back to the office and noticed we had furniture,” Scott says. Sandi adds, “Andrea Swift actually bought
it. She said, ‘It’s time you have furniture in the lobby.’”
Speak Now
“My favorite part is the business plan we put together
came true,” Mimms says. “They never come true. The
thing that rings in my ears was that we were going to
sign a new female artist who is going to change the face
of country music. That was a pretty bold statement.”
The rise of Taylor Swift is an oft-told story, with one
notable error. “It’s written up everywhere that Scott discovered Taylor,” Sandi says. “But I was at a video shoot
helping out a friend and ran into Frank Bell, who was
involved with the artist they were shooting. He told me
all about Taylor and played me music. He wouldn’t give
me the CD, but I went home and told Scott about her.
Four days later, I saw her package on the kitchen table.”
Scott adds, “The fact Sandi was raising her hand on this
was a big deal because she is a staunch critic.”
The rest is history ... much of which has yet to be
written. “You’re going to see us in a lot of different
places,” Borchetta says of the future. “The doors
opened through American Idol are going to continue
to change the game. I am really confident that streaming is going to go the right way. We are going to have
premium services that prevail. When that happens,
there will be a sea change. And at its core, this is an
artist development company. If you don’t have that
right, nothing else matters.”
CAC
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Arista
“Arista Nashville is on fire
headed into the fourth
quarter of 2015,” says VP/Promotion Lesly Simon. Kicking
it off with the Jay Joyce-produced single “Smoke Break,”
Carrie Underwood’s Storyteller
will be in stores Oct. 23. No
need to call the fire dept. for
Cam – her “Burning House”
Cam
has quickly become a hot new
artist priority, Simon pointing out it reached No. 1 on
Shazam’s Country chart. The A-team has Jerrod Niemann’s “Blue Bandana” covered as well. Brad Paisley’s
“Country Nation” is impacting now and after several
college football kick-off weekend TV performances,
Paisley hits the road on his Country Nation College Tour
presented by Zaxby’s through the fall.
Average Joes
“It’s been a busy summer at AJE with album and EP releases from Moonshine Bandits, The Lacs, Sarah Ross
and Cypress Spring,” says VP/Promo & Mktg. Tony
Morreale. “We’re going to utilize the fourth quarter
for the release of a Colt Ford retrospective: Answer to
No One: The Colt Ford Classics. Also look for new singles
from artists including I4NI and Moccasin Creek, with
albums following in 2016.
Big Loud Records
Flagship artist Chris Lane has
been busy on a radio tour with
his lead single expected in November. “Chris is ready to really
break out,” says Pres. Clay Hunnicutt. “The songs, the production, his personality and hard
work ethic make him the whole
package. He’s truly authentic,
Chris Lane
lives what he is singing and is
the perfect artist to launch Big Loud Records.”
Big Machine
“Our Q4 priorities include Tim McGraw’s ‘Top Of
The World,’ the lead single from his forthcoming
album, due in November,” says SVP/Partnership Marketing & Promotions John Zarling. Rascal Flatts fast
forwards with “I Like The Sound Of That,” the fourth
release from Rewind. The Cadillac Three’s “White
Lightning,” featured in Taco Bell’s Feed The Beat
promotion, and Waterloo Revival’s “Bad For You,” a
most-added title out of the gate, will continue their
drives at radio.
Black River
“Craig Morgan is back with his new single ‘When I’m
Gone’ from his upcoming album,” says VP/Promotion
Mike Wilson. “And Kelsea Ballerini’s ‘Dibs’ remains a
priority for the fall.”
Blaster
“Our Q4 is focused on two artists: James Otto and Dallas Smith,” says VP/Promo Bob Reeves. Otto’s “Somewhere Tonight” from his latest EP continues to impact
as the singer/songwriter readies a full-length album
for 2016. “James remains one of the format’s best
singers after taking a respite from recording for a few
years to help raise his daughter,” says Reeves. “I was
on the Otto team in ‘08 when ‘Just Got Started Loving
You’ ruled radio. I’m so excited to get to take another
shot at the brass ring with James.” Smith’s debut single
for the label, the Joey Moi-produced “Kids With Cars,”
builds on his success in his native Canada and is from
a four-song EP. Look for his full-length album in early
2016. “We visited as much radio as his busy summer
touring schedule would allow,” says Reeves, “but
expect us to be out even more through the fall and
winter as his concert dates north of the border and
the U.S. festival season relax a bit.”
Broken Bow
“Broken Bow Records has a hell of a fourth quarter
coming up, “ says VP/National Promo Lee Adams.
“They’re sure ‘Gonna Know We Were Here’ thanks
to Jason Aldean’s uptempo
follow-up to his 16th No. 1
‘Tonight Looks Good On
You.’ Look deep into Dustin
Lynch’s eyes and you’ll hear
his new single, fan favorite
‘Mind Reader.’ And BBR is
proud to introduce Georgia
native Jordan Rager. He’s
already caught the ear of some
Jordan Rager
of country’s biggest stars –
including Aldean, who put two Rager-penned tunes
on hold. Look for his debut single ‘Feels Like One Of
Them’ soon.”

Quarter
Round

an insanely proficient banjo player. We cannot wait
to share the music she’s created with iconic producer
Buddy Cannon.” Carrying on another family tradition is new artist Tucker Beathard, the son of two-time
BMI Songwriter of the Year Casey Beathard. “He’s the
product of the environment he was raised in – undeniable talent, incredible passion and a relatability that is
sure to connect with country listeners,” says Lamb.

Previewing Q4 Music

EMI Nashville
“Brothers Osborne’s ‘Stay A little Longer’ will be doing exactly that as we prepare for the album release,”
says VPP Jimmy Rector. While Alan Jackson’s “Jim
and Jack and Hank” sticks around in Q4 as well, Eric
Church celebrates the Top 5 and platinum status of
“Like A Wrecking Ball.” This fall and winter you’ll
find several EMI acts in the studio, including Church,
who’s working on a 2016 project; Eric Paslay, who’s
putting the final touches on new music coming in
October; and Kelleigh Bannen, who Rector says is “in
right now, working her tail off.”

Take a walk down Music
Row and you’ll see more
than just condos under
construction – you’ll find
a crew of radio promotion experts and creative
artists building a strong
foundation for country
music. Here’s the blueprint for this fall.

in2une Nashville
“We are super busy and super
excited for the remainder of
2015,” says Natl. Dir/Promotion Jamice Jennings. Amanda
Watkins sings with Jamey
Johnson on “If I Was Over You”
and Rachele Lynae stands her
ground with “Quicksand.” Matt
Gary says “It’s On You” and
Abi Ann lays down the law with
“Truck Candy” following her
Amanda Watkins
run opening for Kelly Clarkson. “We are so excited about the progress of in2une
and how far we have come and the caliber of artists we
have,” adds Jennings.

Capitol
“We’re heading into Q4 with new Jon Pardi music
already on the radio, ‘Head Over Boots,’” says VP/
Promo Shane Allen. “We’ll have new singles from
Keith Urban, Mickey Guyton and Luke Bryan’s third
release from Kill The Lights. And look for exciting new
music from Charles Kelley.”

IRS Nashville
VP/Promo Tom Moran says Striking Matches will continue lighting fires with “Miss Me More,” which carries
into the fall. Ashley Clark wants to “Buy You A Beer”
from his Mutt Lange-produced project, while Eagles
icon Don Henley takes you back to Cass County for his
country solo album with the single “That Old Flame”
featuring Martina McBride. Also in Q4, look for music
from new duo Muddy Magnolias.

Columbia
“Kenny Chesney enters the fourth quarter with one of
his fastest-rising singles to date, ‘Save It For A Rainy
Day,’ following a hot streak of three number No. 1s in
a row,” says VP/Promo Norbert Nix. “Look for new
music from Kenny next year. Chase Rice’s current hit
‘Gonna Wanna Tonight’ is proving to be as big as his
debut single ‘Ready Set Roll.’ Tyler Farr is following up
his three No. 1s in a row with the uptempo ‘Better In
Boots.’” Adds Nix, “Look for a compelling new artist’s
debut single coming soon.”
Curb
Mo Pitney’s “Country” follow-up “Boy And A Girl Thing”
is still breaking hearts and taking names. “I am thrilled
with the introduction Mo has made within Country radio,” says VP/Promo Ryan Dokke. “He has built a fantastic following. I hear every week
from PDs and MDs that they
love Mo and his sound and are
really rooting for him.” Dylan
Scott’s debut “Crazy Over Me”
ships in September and impacts
in October. “This is really shaping up to be one of the finest
artist launches I’ve been a part
of,” says Dokke. “We have a
solid, aggressive plan to launch
Dylan Scott
this chapter of Dylan’s story.
He has already sold more than 200,000 downloads, had
millions of video views and tens of millions of streams ...
and we are just getting started.”
Dot
“We’re proud to say we have three active singles on
the chart with phenomenal music in the pipeline,”
says VP/Promo Kris Lamb. Flagship duo Maddie &
Tae continue to “Fly” after their debut No. 1 “Girl In A
Country Song,” both from the album Start Here. Look
for their third single to be released late fall/winter.
Drake White’s debut “It Feels Good” aims at Country’s
core listeners as White opens for Little Big Town and
Zac Brown Band. Steven Tyler is set to release a full
album on Dot in 2016. His debut single “Love Is Your
Name” has amassed more than 12 million video views
and 100,000+ paid downloads. “Dot Records is proud
to introduce Ashley Campbell,” says Lamb. “Many of
you know Ashley from the award-winning documentary about her father, Glen Campbell: I’ll Be Me. Ashley
is an incredible songwriter, singer, entertainer and

MCA
George Strait may be off the
road but he’ll still deliver new
music this fall. Kip Moore’s
latest single from Wild Ones is
“Running For You.” “We’ll also
release an EP on Clare Dunn in
September as we continue to
climb the charts with her debut
single ‘Move On,’” says VP/
Promo Katie Dean. Artists in
Clare Dunn
the studio include Gary Allan
and Josh Turner; while “Break Up In A Small Town,” the
fourth single from Sam Hunt, has just hit the airwaves.
Mercury
Following three No. 1s in a row, Billy Currington’s
“Drinkin’ Town With A Football Problem” rushes into
football season. The answer to everything for Easton
Corbin is “Yup,” while Kacey Musgraves releases
“Dimestore Cowgirl,” the second single from her No.
1-selling Pageant Material. Canaan Smith follows up his No.
1 debut “Love You Like That” with “Hole In A Bottle.”
VPP Damon Moberly says Scotty McCreery is ringing
the “Southern Belle” from his 2016 album and Lauren
Alaina’s lead single from her upcoming 2016 album is
“Next Boyfriend.” “And last but not least, you will continue to hear lots of music from Chris Stapleton’s criticallyacclaimed Traveller,” adds Moberly.
Momentum
Managing Partner Jimmy Murphy reports Rachele
Lynae is drawing radio in with “Quicksand.” “It’s
solid tempo with a fresh edgy vibe,” he says. “While
Rachele’s acceptance is growing in leaps and bounds
with all our terrific terrestrial radio partners, we are
also engaging all streaming opportunities and were
very gratified that Rachele’s ‘Whole Lotta Nothin’ was
included in Apple Music A List Country.”
Nash Icon
Look for a new single from Hank Williams, Jr.’s new
album, in stores this quarter and produced by Julian
Raymond. “There are many guest artists on the album
and it is truly a party waiting to happen,” says GM Jim
Weatherson. Ronnie Dunn’s “Ain’t No Trucks In Texas”
continues to be a priority as Dunn finishes his sold-out
Las Vegas residency with duo partner Kix Brooks and
Reba McEntire. Label mate Reba’s new single “Until
They Don’t Love You” is from her Love Somebody album.
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New Revolution
“Our commitment is to commitment,” says
Principal Rob Dalton. And for Dalton that
means breaking the Big & Rich single “Run
Away With You.” “We want to make history
putting two B&R hits back to back for the first
time in their career.” he says. That commitment also extends to Lucy Angel. “They’re
incredibly talented and are a brand of massive
potential,” he adds. “Their debut single ‘Crazy
Too’ is setting the stage for a phenomenal career.”

Quarter
Round

Nine North/Turnpike/Edgehill
“Straight from Kentuckyiana, Boone’s ‘Summer Girls’
continues to kick ass and
we’re honored to be working
with this Supergroup Records
artist who’s killing it on his
radio tour,” says Pres. Larry
Pareigis. From the Carolinas,
Bryan Mayer’s single is “This
Is Me,” while Texas-based
Cody Wayne and Westbound
21 release “Making Love In
The Moonlight.” The ladies of
Boone
Lavendine – Oklahoman twin
sisters Jana and Jacy – debut with “Maybe I Might.”
RCA
“Before the end of the year, we’ll have more new music
from both Jake Owen and Chris Young, whose album I’m
Comin’ Over will release Nov. 13,” says SVPP Keith Gale.
“The big story of Old Dominion will be told with their
highly anticipated debut album Meat And Candy, which
streets Nov. 6. And Miranda Lambert will keep giving us
great music.”
Red Bow
“We are extremely excited to announce the release of Joe
Nichols’ newest single ‘Freaks Like Me,’ which impacted
Sept. 21,” says VP/Promo Renee Leymon. Additionally, the
label is working the current singles of Chase Bryant, “Little
Bit of You,” and Craig Campbell, “Tomorrow Tonight”.
Reviver
“We are hitting our stride with a new staff and hit records,”
says SVPP Gator Michaels. “We continue to ride the amazing wave of airplay, research and sales with LoCash and ‘I
Love This Life.’” Look for the duo’s EP in late October.
Label mates Blackjack Billy get sensitive with their single
“Night Light” and Lucas Hoge goes for adds in January
with “The Power Of Garth.”
Republic Nashville
When you’re Florida Georgia Line, “Anything Goes” –
including a hit single and tour of the same name. The
Band Perry shoot for immortality with “Live Forever” from
their third album, scheduled for a late fourth quarter
release. “A Thousand Horses follow the amazing success of
their debut No. 1 single with ‘(This Ain’t No) Drunk Dial’
climbing the charts nationwide,” says VPP Matthew Hargis.
“Don’t miss the guys as they wrap up nearly a year-long
tour with Darius Rucker this fall. And Cassadee Pope’s new
female anthem ‘I Am Invincible’ is impacting playlists in a
major way as the lead single from her sophomore release.”

Show Dog
“For us it’s all Toby Keith all the time!” says
VPP Rick Moxley. “The fall will bring ‘Octobyfest’ with ‘Rum Is The Reason’ and 35
mph Town out Oct. 9.” Produced by Keith and
Bobby Pinson, it’s his first new release since
fall 2013.

Southern Ground
Zac Brown Band hit a home run with their
successful summer of MLB ballpark shows, including a
sold-out three-night stint at Fenway. “After the consecutive
No. 1 singles ‘Homegrown’ and ‘Loving You Easy’ from
Jekyll + Hyde, ‘Beautiful Drug’ will be our Q4 focus,” says
VP/Promo Chuck Swaney.
Stoney Creek
“Our mission is to bring Parmalee’s ‘Already Callin’ You
Mine’ to the airplay summit,” says VP/Promo Chris Loss.
“Randy Houser wraps up his tour with Luke Bryan and
headlines the We Went Tour this fall, bringing out Frankie
Ballard and Craig Campbell. On the airplay front, we’ll
continue to grow ‘We Went.’ Ho, Ho, Hit!”
TTA
This fall TTA rolls out Gord Bamford’s debut U.S. single
“When Your Lips Are So Close.” The “most-awarded Canadian country artist from the past three years” will be on
a radio tour through the end of the year and plans a full
tour in 2016. “This guy is an artist of obvious depth and
charisma,” says VP/Promotion & Dev. Ryan Barnstead.
“We have a long-term plan for his place on playlists.” Other
TTA releases include new music from Tebey and Kristian
Bush, plus Emerson Drive’s “Good Hurt” from their Tilt-AWhirl EP. Also look for an EP from Stereo Specter, led by
Jordan Dean.
Thirty Tigers
“We’re capping off a year in which Thirty Tigers had
two No. 1 debuting country albums – Aaron Watson’s
The Underdog and Jason Isbell’s Something More Than
Free,” says VP/Promotion & Artist Dev. Pam Newman.
Watson’s new single is “Getaway Truck.” “Love And
Theft’s ‘Whiskey On My Breath’ is seeing explosive
Shazam-per spin and sales-to-spin activity,” adds Newman. “And we’ve also got a couple of stellar surprises
warming up in the on-deck circle.”
Valory
“The biggest story is Thomas
Rhett and his new album
Tangled Up,” says SVP/Promotion George Briner. “Everyone
is buzzing about his new single
‘Die A Happy Man.’” “Brantley
Gilbert gets ‘Stone Cold Sober’
with his new single from the
platinum Just As I Am. Look for
Justin Moore to return with
Levi Hummon
new music soon. You’ll find Eli
Young Band in the studio with producer Ross Copperman putting the finishing touches on their new album.
As Valory closes out the year we are excited to introduce
Levi Hummon and Tara Thompson. Both artists will
continue the Valory winning tradition.”

WAR
“The WAR Team is working some hot records right now
and is looking forward to their biggest chart share year
yet!” says Team WAR VP/Promotion Chris Palmer. Frankie
Ballard is coming off three consecutive No. 1s from his
debut album and the fourth quarter means the first single
from his second album. It’s a project Ballard recorded on
the road with stops in Muscle Shoals, Dallas and El Paso at
the Sonic Ranch. Chris Janson struck gold with “Buy Me A
Boat” and plans another single for the fall from his upcoming album. “Dan + Shay’s current single ‘Nothin’ Like You’
continues its steady rise,” says Palmer. “They’ll tour with
Kelsea Ballerini this fall and record new songs for a 2016
album. Jana Kramer marches into Q4 with ‘I Got The Boy,’
which continues to sell and stream.”
WEA
“Michael Ray is off to one of the
most exciting artist launches
ever!” says Team WEA VP/Promotion Jordan Pettit. Following his
“Kiss You In The Morning” No.
1 debut, he’ll hit the road with
Kip Moore this fall singing “Real
Men Love Jesus.” “There is a good
reason Rolling Stone named Ryan
Kinder one of their must-see acts
at CMA Music Festival,” adds Pettit.
Ryan Kinder
Team WEA has already begun
visiting stations to introduce his new single “Tonight.”
Willing
“‘Crazy Enough’ was a big research record for Mediabase
Canada Country stations,” says President/CEO Angela Borchetta. “My hope is U.S. programmers will give this song a
chance. We’re excited to have such a solid, award-winning,
singer-songwriter in Bobby Wills to launch this imprint.
We’re just getting started!”
WMN
“William Michael Morgan’s voice is one for the ages,”
says Team WMN VP/Promotion Kristen Williams of
Morgan, who’s currently on a radio tour introducing “I
Met A Girl,” his debut single. Blake Shelton continues
his hot streak with “Gonna,” which is on his October
Greatest Hits album. Reigning CMA New Artist of the
Year Brett Eldredge released his second album Illinois Sept. 11 with “Lose My Mind” and 11 new tracks.
“Brett’s new album begins to establish him as one of the
format’s premiere vocalists,” says Williams. Look for the
second single soon and for Eldredge on CMT On Tour:
Brett Eldredge & Thomas Rhett – Suits & Boots. Cole Swindell spent the summer on tour with Kenny Chesney and
Jason Aldean. He’ll continue with Aldean and also have
his own headlining tour this fall. “Let Me See Ya Girl”
should tide fans over while Swindell writes and records
for his 2016 album. Hunter Hayes climbs the chart
with “21.” After wrapping his summer tour with Lady
Antebellum and Sam Hunt, Hayes will get up-close-andpersonal with fans as he launches the 21 Tour, performing 21 shows, including college campus events, across
the U.S. He’ll also release an EP later this year while
working on new music for 2016. Coming off her second
critically-acclaimed release The Blade, Ashley Monroe will
headline The Blade Tour this fall.
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Bobby
Bones
From The
Outside In

W

hen Clear Channel moved Austin-based syndicated
Top 40 personality Bobby Bones to Nashville in
February 2013, the Country newcomer instantly
became the biggest personality in the biggest format for radio’s
biggest company. Reaction to the move was decidedly mixed,
but Bones didn’t shy away
T H E I N T E R V I E W from it. More than two years
later, he’s weathered storms
that included a $1 million FCC fine for airing an EAS tone
and now anchors The Bobby Bones Show on more than 90
stations. His acceptance in the format extends to even having
a record deal. Though still driven by an outsider’s mindset,
he does admit, “I’m comfortable in my own skin now.”
How long did that take?
At least a year and a half – because I’m never comfortable. But I actually started to feel like this is right. I
never felt right at Top 40. I came from Top 40, but we didn’t play any music. It was just a talk show. And I got
in trouble because I had Dierks Bentley, Eli Young Band, Pat Greene and Willie Nelson play sets. You’re not
really supposed to do that on 30 Pop stations. Here, I feel comfortable. As a human, not so much. But when
I’m doing this show for five hours, it does. It feels right for probably the first time in my entire career.

Comfortable in your Country skin, or comfortable in your own skin overall?
Being in this format has fixed other things outside of it, too. I made a lot of great friends that make my life, and
my job, a lot easier. And I’ve calmed down a little bit, too, quite frankly. I was like a bull in a china shop when I first
started because I didn’t know what I was doing. But I wanted to do it. I just wanted to start by being on a couple
Country stations and then slowly integrate in.
I built my own syndication company with my own money, which made it scary to leave. I was making
$45,000 a year and spending $18,000 of it buying internet equipment to patch it to two stations, which went
to six stations, which went to eight. I started from the incubator and built it up so when I left, it was a big
jump. That was pretty rough for about eight to 10 months.

“

It looks
like I was
anointed
king of
the world
to a lot of
people, but I
spent years
grinding
and slowly
figuring this
thing out.

”

Most of us calm down with age, but were there other factors?
I have a natural chip on my shoulder from being the poor, dirty,
picked-on kid. Part of starting to feel comfortable is I don’t feel
like the world is against me. I can grab some people and we can
do this thing together. I’ve felt that change over the past two-anda-half years. When I came in, I felt like the world was against me, I
understood it and I embraced it. If you’re going to hate my guts,
I’m going right at it. That’s just my competitive nature. I was just
wild – doing things just to do them. That’s where the calming and
comfort has come in. The format, the audience and the artists all
just feel right and it’s reflective in everything we do.
Obviously, if we weren’t getting ratings, we wouldn’t be here.
The show’s never been better, but it’s not even about that. Every
day it’s, “Are we having fun?” Early on we weren’t. Now I love it.
And I didn’t always.
What would you change from those days?
Nothing. There’s a big million dollar fine I’d like to not have.
I made some monster mistakes, cut myself off from everyone,
did and said a bunch of dumb things, but I’ve learned so
much and can’t think of anything I would change.
Early on you had “feuds” with a few country artists.
Were they planned? If you had it to do over again,
would you?
The feud thing was huge for ratings. Looking back,
I don’t like it at all. I wouldn’t do it again, even if it
meant ratings would go boom. If it was calculated,
I’d be doing that all the time.
When you go back and listen to the first six months
of shows …
I never listen to shows.
Do you have a sense for how the show has
grown or changed?
It’s much more positive now. There
was never a “let’s change the image of the show” moment. We just
started feeling better, so the show
just started being better. I don’t
mean the quality of the show – some
people still say it’s awful. I can’t fix
that. But from the standpoint of enjoying where we are, the
show is much more enjoyable and positive. It’s a fine line to
walk being positive without being Mr. Rogers’ Neighborhood,
because we want to be as real as possible. That’s the goal. We
know there are kids in the car, but we still talk about things that
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the 18-49 year-olds want to hear. That has happened
organically, which is great because if there’s any B.S.,
listeners sniff it out quick.
How did you become a St. Jude supporter?
I wish I could say I came in and was all gung-ho St.
Jude. I went there and that’s where it flipped. I was driving back home to Arkansas and St. Jude is on the way. It
was weird, in a good way, that such a sad environment
was so happy. And I was confused by it. How do they
make this work? Growing up with no money and no

THE INTERVIEW
insurance, if I had gotten that sick I would have been
screwed. It would have taken a place like St. Jude to
help me. As I say this, it’s very selfish, because I think
of myself. I would love to be some knight in shining
armor, but I’m not. I think about me as a kid and think
what can I do to help kids.
There has never really been a national morning show in
this format at this scale in these size markets. What have
you learned about making it work for so many affiliates?
The fact that I didn’t know that coming in helped or I
might have come at it differently. What worked well [at
Top 40] is I was able to be on one station and learn as
I went. Then we picked up two. I was never anointed. I
worked hard to be an overnight success. I spent my own
money, begged, hustled and called station managers
for five years. I was selling, engineering and putting the
show together. When you do all of that, you learn the
little things. You get better. Then about 15 to 20 stations in, I felt like I had it. I can do a national show.
[In Country] I probably put in two hours a day cutting
local stuff. We don’t have rules or limitations on what
I’ll do or when I’ll do it. You can be market 300 or D.C.
and get the same attention. It gets tough because I’m
on the road a lot, but that’s why having Amy, Eddie and
Lunchbox is great. We spend a lot of time working with
our local sales staff, too – sending them extra
content they can take to clients. If we work
hard for them, it comes back around and
both of us benefit.
Does iHeart Media SVP/Programming
Rod Phillips’ promotion to Country format captain change how he interacts with
the show?
I wouldn’t be sitting here without Rod. He
was the first person in management outside
of my building to ever say, “Hey, you’re pretty
good and we should use you other places.”
He was three spots lower than he is now, so
to grow with him has been crazy. He’s been
my mentor and he’s slapped me silly a couple
times. I respect him for that. I believe what
he says and I don’t believe anyone ever. He
risked his career to put me here.
He became manager of the show at a
really bleak time. We were crushing it for a
long time and then I got in a lot of trouble.
We got fined a lot of money. Frankly, that
crushed me. Even the company was like
“Dude, move on.” But emotionally, I couldn’t.
I felt dumb. I felt like I let everyone down.
How did the EAS tone end up airing?
It wasn’t supposed to happen. How that tone
gets put on – I didn’t even go dig for it. Every
story about that is wrong. However, I’ve been
debriefed by Homeland Security. What I can
say is that the company was super supportive
because they knew what happened was completely an accident.

Did you ever think The Raging Idiots would have a
record deal?
No! It was a total accident. I grew up doing comedy
because I wanted a late night talk show. I bought a $30
pawn shop guitar, a Walmart chord sheet and learned
six chords because I wanted to do music with the comedy. I’d go onstage and play awful songs as part of my
awful stand-up. I thought I should call myself something so it sounds like it’s a bigger event than it is.
It’s a stupid name. Bobby Bones is a stupid name!
Eddie and I were going to do a couple shows and it’s
nuts now. We just did two sold-out nights at a 1,300seat theater in Wichita. We’re working really hard on
an album because we’re not that good. We’ve been
writing with the best songwriters in town. The artists
who want to be on the album is crazy – major artists.
The shows are so much fun because we get to meet
listeners and I love doing stand-up. It puts me right
back in my element. And we’ve had the best openers.
That’s how Kelsea [Ballerini] broke – we took her on
tour with us. We’ve had all blonde female openers, it’s
weird. Laura Bell Bundy, Maggie Rose and now Lindsay Ell. Cam and Cassadee Pope are going out soon.
We also understand you’re writing a book.
I wanted to write a kid’s book. I was the dirty, poor
kid – small with a humongous head. My mom had to
cut slits into the necks of my shirts because my head
wouldn’t fit. So, the book is called Big Head Bobby and
it’s about how it’s okay not to fit in. The idea is that
eventually, everyone grows into their head.
I went to HarperCollins while in New York for an
iHeart special. This was right after Amy Poehler’s
book came out. That whole staff – eight or nine
people – are in the room and they don’t want me to
write a kid’s book. They want a book about me – an
adult book. I say I haven’t done anything, but they

what’s most important and that’s the audience, even
when being honest is really uncomfortable.
How were you viewed in Country at the outset?
They all hated me.
Was that a fair shake?
No. But I don’t deserve a fair shake.
Why not?
Because no one coming into this position deserves anything. I have to earn every bit of it. And I feel like I slowly
am, but there’s no such a thing as a fair shake. It looks
like I was anointed king of the world to a lot of people,
but I spent years grinding and slowly figuring this thing
out. We started with 30 stations and we wouldn’t be at 90
if we weren’t doing the little things. I know what it looks
like. I get the perception. I just try not to be an asshole
[to make it] hard for them to resent me. But I can’t
control what other people feel or think about me. In the
past year and a half, I’ve come to terms with that.
I’m going to say stupid things. And I’m going
to apologize for saying stupid things if I feel like I
should. That’s one of the things I’ve gotten better at.
It’s a sign of weakness, but it’s okay to be weak. That’s
been a part of the growing process, too. I don’t expect
to be accepted, because I never really have been. I just
believe in treating people nice and, even more than
that, being honest. People respect that longer.
Are there misconceptions?
Completely. I’m a complete dick. I’m an egomaniac.
An ego-maniac that’s self-deprecating?
Oddly, yes. And I understand that, because I would probably think that about me, too. Here’s a young guy who
doesn’t wear a cowboy hat or belt buckle. [Media] were
setting me up with that, too, asking me those questions.
Then that becomes your story. No one ever asks about
that now because in the Country community, with the
artists, I’m accepted. It took a long time because no one
knew my intentions. I’m here for the long haul. I’ve
turned down some really great television
offers because this is my priority.
Was some of that fueled by jealousy?
If I say that, I’m a dick. So, I don’t say
that. There are a few guys who thought
they were probably the next ones up. I
get why they would be frustrated, [but]
there’s nothing I can do. I’ve reached out
to people and sometimes it goes great,
sometimes it doesn’t.

“

When I came in, I felt like the
world was against me. I came to this
place and everyone hated my guts
and I understood it. I wasn’t confused
by it. I knew it, so I embraced it.

How did it happen?
I can’t say. I’m afraid if I say “the” the wrong
way, they’ll [reopen the issue]. We suffered for a bit
because I couldn’t shake it for three months. I wasn’t in
a good place in my heart and my head. Amy’s mom was
sick at the time, too. It was a really bad time for me and
for the show. Rod and [Premiere’s] Jennifer Leimgruber were both on me, saying, “Okay, wake up. Let’s go.
You’re still our guy.”
I hate that it happened. I hated it so much. I felt
so stupid. But I’ve learned a million dollars worth of
knowledge and maybe more than that. That’s a Harvard education right there. I went to Harvard.
Do you do airchecks with all the top iHeart brass?
Not once. We get research a couple times a year,
which has been a great tool. But no airchecks – dance
with the girl that brought you. They hired me to do it.
They knew it wasn’t going to be great to start and they
let me work the kinks out.
What does research show and how do you apply it?
Radio has been told that interviews kill PPM. One
thing we learned is our audience loves to hear artists.
I’m pretty good at interviews because I like people
and approach them differently. At first, artists were
really scared to come in and I understood.
The reason Country artists are playing live on more
shows is because they come play this show and it’s
huge. If you do it the right way, people love to hear
artists’ stories and performances. The great thing
about Country is they can perform live.
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A lot of artist interviews are a gush fest, but I prod,
poke and sometimes go places that aren’t comfortable
for them. I try to keep it as human-to-human as possible and that showed up [as a positive] in research.

think people will relate to where I come from and
what I’m doing. It’s due December 1 and hopefully
coming out next summer. It will be just like the radio
show – goofy, loud-mouthed, sometimes I get into
trouble, sometimes I give good hugs.
You almost sound as if you haven’t figured out you’re
already a huge part of the community. Where do you
think you fit?
It’s not that I don’t care, but I don’t want to get too
inside because then I can’t be objective. That’s why
I don’t have a lot of artist friends I’m having dinner
with. If I don’t like something, I want to be able to say
it. That has made for unpleasant experiences. People
have walked out of the show. If I don’t keep it real in
what I’m not feeling, [listeners] aren’t going to care
about what I am feeling. If I’m not making fun of Sam
Hunt for talking through three straight songs, then
I’m not being me. I really like the songs, but if I can’t
make fun of it, then I’m not being honest.
How do you keep that outsider perspective considering how central you are to a big part of the format?
It’s born into me and I’ve had it for so long. I still
overpay my bills by $10 every month because I’m
afraid I’m going to be poor again. I have this complex
that this isn’t going to last much longer. Nothing
good ever lasts. I’ve been to a lot of therapy. I try to be
better as a human. I try to work on these things, but
I’m scared I could get fired any day. So I have to keep

”

Trademarking Trump’s “Make America
Great Again” is a great bit. Have you
heard from his people?
Yeah, I’ve heard a lot from Donald Trump.
And let me tell you, they’re not happy with
me. I’m such a nerd that I Wikipedia people
all the time and look up trademarks. I’m
also a history nerd and remembered Ronald
Reagan used that slogan. So I wondered
when Trump’s organization trademarked it
– or even if he could. Then I found out it was
wide-open for clothing – no one had claimed
it. Submitted, paid, boom. We had to sit on
it for like a month before my attorney told
me it was mine. At that point we made the
offer to give it to Trump for an interview and
a $100,000 donation to St. Jude. It wasn’t
about the money, it was about the story and
St. Jude plug. But it didn’t go over well with
Trump because I think his people got embarrassed they forgot to trademark it. I can’t say
too much, but it’s been attorneys galore.

What else are you working on?
A lot. We’ll see what sticks. I have a TV
production company with something like
eight shows in development. A few are with iHeart
personalities, some with comedians, some with motivational speakers, reality – all kinds of stuff for different networks. That, the book, the Idiots, my clothing
company and most importantly, the radio show.
How big can the radio show get?
I don’t know. I’m so proud that when iHeart releases
data showing the top shows for digital listening, we’re
No. 1. The first release actually said, “Oddly, the No. 1
most-listened-to is The Bobby Bones Show.” That wasn’t
just about me, it was about the format, too. People
couldn’t believe that Country music listeners could
use the Internet or phones. Maybe they thought it was
an anomaly, but it keeps happening. There are a hundred places to get songs, but quality content wins.
And I love taking chances on new artists and songs.
Everything from “Girl Crush” to Chris Janson, Kelsea
and Cam – artists who maybe wouldn’t have had a voice
or would have had years of grinding. Listen to how good
these people are! They deserve it right now. My audience
respects that because they know I wouldn’t do it if I didn’t
feel it. You hear, “Be familiar, be familiar.” We’ve been able
to break some of those molds. Artists can do 10-minute
interviews and you can keep ratings. They can play live on
the air and you can keep people listening. You can play
new music occasionally and people will buy it.
If my endorsement wasn’t worth it to them, they
wouldn’t care. My audience has to trust me or the
show doesn’t win.
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